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ABSTRACT
In controlled solidification, one of the important factors that affects heat transfer from the solidifying casting is
the resistance offered at the casting/chill interface. In the present investigation, heat transfer analysis during solidification of Al-12%Si (LM 13) alloy is carried out by collecting temperature history of the solidifying casting.
The temperature distribution during solidification in the present investigation is obtained using ANSYS multi
physics software and further for comparison. The temperature profiles are also obtained by FE (Finite Element)
modelling using the same software. By using a temperature data logger and lab view based software, the temperature data is acquired and processed at every second. The cooling curves obtained are analysed to know the
effect of chilling on solidification behaviour of Al-12%Si alloy castings. Finally, it is concluded from the above
research that the cooling curves and temperature distribution obtained by FE analysis do not so closely converge
with the experimental data due to modelling limitations.
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1. Introduction
With the increasing demand for stringent properties and
high quality castings, controlled solidification has become
the present need. Many of the early metallic materials
failed when exposed to complex requirements of industrial, automotive and structural applications due to unsoundness.
Hence, the controlled heat transfer during solidification
forms an essential area of investigation. Controlling the
rate of solidification using chills is one among many existing foundry practices and use of chills during the solidification plays a major role in promoting directional solidification [1-5].
In recent years, research in the area of numerical modelling of solidification is gaining much importance [6].
The computer simulation of freezing patterns in casting
has done much to broaden the understanding of solidification of materials. The way by which the heat flows across
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the casting/chill interface strongly affects the evaluation
of solidification and plays a remarkable role in the structural integrity of castings. Heat transfer at chill/metal interface during solidification is the driving factor in determining the microstructure and mechanical properties of
the material [7,8]. It becomes significant when the solidifying metal and the chill have reasonably good conductance. Depending on the material and the size, chills increase heat transfer rate affecting the microstructure and
hence altering the mechanical properties of the castings.
To understand the behaviour at chill/casting interface
during solidification, several experimental methods are
available [9] since solidification does not occur under
equilibrium conditions. But still the cooling curve method
is popularly used to understand and interpret the temperature-time data collected during solidification [10-13].
It is often difficult to obtain the analytical solution for
phase change problems in multi-dimensions. Therefore, in
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the literature, some preliminary studies of solidification of
metals using a finite difference technique have been reported [14] in order to analyse the factors affecting the
rate of cooling. These factors include the material properties, and the heat sink temperature. The previous results,
however, have neglected the effect of natural convection
in the liquid melt [15]. Several experimental results have
confirmed that convection has an important role in solid/liquid phase change [16-18].
The simulation method was based on an axi-symmetric
model with enthalpy formulation of the energy equation
coupled with the momentum equations and thus simulation has taken natural convection into account during the
freezing process. Further, calculations are done by using
the finite volume analysis with SIMPLER algorithm for
pressure correction and other processing parameters affecting the rate of solidification [19].
Earlier, there have been several attempts to model and
simulate the process of solidification of materials but the
physics of microstructural solidification is not completely
understood [20]. In addition, the generation of accurate
finite element and finite difference solutions may take
prohibitive amounts of computational time. Brown and
Spittle [21] pointed out from their investigation that finite
element and finite difference analysis methods can offer
powerful solutions to solidification problems. The primary and most obvious phenomenon during solidification
is the transfer of heat from the cooling casting to the sand
mould. Provision of chills in the mol corresponds to an
appropriate interfacial heat-transfer coefficient value
across the chill/metal interface [22-25]. Since the objective of feeding design is to keep hot spots in the feeder, the
reliability of a numerical analysis would largely depend
on the heat-transfer modelling across the metal-mould
interface. There has been great interest on the experimental side as well as on the numerical research side in
understanding the complexity of the heat transfer across
the casting mould interface. In the present investigation,
heat transfer at the chill/casting interface is obtained by
obtaining temperature history at the interface using thermocouples. Thermocouples are extensively used to measure dynamic or transient temperature history at strategic
locations in the mould or in the solidifying melt.
The temperature history is obtained using data logging
and acquisition system. The cooling curve method is the
most widely used method for investigating solidification
of metals and alloys. Cooling curves thus obtained from
the data are finally analysed. In order to know the temperature distribution during solidification, a simple macro modelling and simulation of casting was carried out
using a software code. Therefore, the present work uses
ANSYS multi physics code to model phase change during
solidification and to know the temperature distribution
during solidification. The application and setup is the
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most simplistic and therefore can be widely used by both
academic and industry researchers. The setup involves
placing a thermocouple in the melt and allowing the melt
to solidify while temperature is recorded as a function of
time.

2. Experimental Procedure
The heat transfer analysis during solidification in the
present investigation is carried out by thermo-couple
method. Encapsulated K-type (Chromel-alumel) thermocouples were inserted in to sand mould at location T1,
the chill/casting interface, and at other two locations T2
& T3, entirely within the solidifying casting. The locations on the centre line are at chill/casting interface (T1)
and at other two points at 20 mm (T2) and 40 mm (T3)
away from it (Figure 1). The thermocouples are connected to the temperature data logger, which is inturn,
connected to the computer. Using Lab view based Scanner IV software, the temperature data is acquired and
processed every second after the melt is poured into the
sand mould at 700˚C. Pilot trials are run and all steps are
taken to avoid uncertainties during temperature measurement. Figure 2 shows Al-12% Si alloy castings after
solidification along with thermocouples.
The casting dimensions of 112.5 mm × 75 mm × 25
mm (AFS standard) are considered for heat transfer
analysis. The temperature history is acquired for 20 minutes and is processed by the software to give temperature Vs time graph (cooling curve). The analysis is carried out for solidification against copper end chill. The
temperature data logger is capable of collecting data
from 12 channels at a time and the unit is provided with
LCD display for temperature, channel number and scan
delay. The data from the temperature data logger is fed to
PC through RS232 communication port where the data is
captured through data acquisition software.

2.1. Finite Element Modelling and Meshing.
The 2-D analysis of the composite casting is carried out
assuming unit thickness. The geometry of the model is as
shown in the Figure 3 and the finite element model is as

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the experimental
setup with data acquisition system.
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Figure 2. Castings after solidification along with thermocouples.
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Figure 4. Meshed model of the chill and the mould.

Figure 5. Geometry of the finite element model.

Figure 3. Geometry of Finite Element (FE) model.

shown in the Figure 4. Finite elements model consist of
8435 2-D thermal solid elements, 6935 for the sand
mould, 992 for the metal and 400 for the chill. The total
number of nodes in the model is 8035.
The element has four nodes with a single degree of
freedom (temperature) at each node.
The shape function for this finite element is:
1
T1 1  s 1  t   TJ 1  s 1  t 
4
(1)
 TK 1  s 1  t   TL 1  s 1  t  

T

where TI, TJ, TK, and TL are nodal temperatures, s and t
axis of local (element based) coordinate system. Boundary and initial conditions: on the boundary of the model,
excluding axis of symmetry, a constant value for film
coefficient (hf = 7.5W/m2˚C), air temperature (T0 =
30˚C), uniformly distributed initial temperatures of sand
(T0 = 30˚C) and alloy (T2 = 700˚C) temperatures were
considered.

2.2. Finite Element Procedure
The analysis is carried out for copper end at temperatures
T1, T2, & T3 locations of the casting during solidification
and the cooling curves are also obtained for the analysis.
The geometry of the FE model is as shown in Figure 5.
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The part to be cast is assumed to be at the centre of the
mould box of length 250 mm and width 200 mm. The
molten metal is introduced into the mould at 700˚C. The
mould is initially at 30˚C. The top face and side of the
mould exchange heat with the environment by free convection. The ambient temperature is taken as 30˚C and
film co-efficient on the side of the mould is 7.5˚C W/m2˚C
and 5.75 W/m2˚C on the top. Axi-symmetric behaviour is
assumed for sand mould and metal melt.
The temperatures of the melding sand and the chill are
assumed to be constant and uniform throughout. A transient analysis is set up using initial conditions with sand
mould at 30˚C and metal melt at 700˚C. The side and top
convective loads are included on the mould exterior. No
surface boundary conditions are specified on the bottom
or centreline.
In order to understand temperature distribution during
solidification heat transfer, two-dimensional FE modelling and analysis has been investigated. The comercially available ANSYS multi-physics software code is
used for the present analysis. For simplicity, only conductive heat transfer after pouring is considered for modelling and analysis but physical properties of chill and the
sand materials do not vary during solidification. Varying
specific heat and thermal conductivity are considered as
material properties. Modelling is done using PLANE55
first order quadrilateral element. The ANSYS code uses
backward Euler time integration method for solution
[26].
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volume, using relation  L T   BTe  , where
 B  L N T Equation (4) can be written as:

3. Results, Discussions and Analysis
3.1. Numerical Modelling

v  c  Te   N  N  Te  d V 
T
T
 v  c  Te   N v  B Te  d V 
T
T
   Te   B  DIB Te  d V 
v
T
   Te   N  q*d  S2 
s
T

According to the first law of thermodynamics, the total
heat of a closed system remains unchanged. As applied on
differential control volume, one can state:

 cT t   c v

T

 L T  L q  q …….(2)
T

where: ρ, density, c, specific heat, t, time,
T  T  x, y, z, t  , temperature distribution function, q heat flux vector, q -heat generation rate per unit volume.
Equation (2) is the so-called transport equation for thermal energy.
It should be realized that the terms  L T and
L
  T q might also be interpreted as grad T and
div q  , respectively. Then, it clearly highlights the
various transport processes: the first term on the left hand
side of Equation (2) is rate of change term, the second is
convective term, and the third is diffusive term, while on
the right hand side of the equation there is the source
term (regarding a differential control volume). Fourier’s
law was used to relate the heat flux vector to the thermal
gradients:

q    DL T 

 c  T t  vx T / x  v y T y  vz T z 
 Q   x  K x T x 

(4)

  y  K y T y    z  K z T z 

Three types of boundary conditions are considered. It
presumes that these cover the entire element.
a) T = T*, where T* is specified temperatures acting over
surface S1;
T
b) q h   q* , where q*-specified heat flow acting
over surface S2,  -unit outward normal vector, c)
T
q h  h f TS  TB  , specified convection surfaces
acting over surface S3 (Newton’s law of cooling), where
hf is film coefficient evaluated at TB  TS  2 (unless
otherwise specified for the element), TB-bulk temperature
of the adjacent fluid, TS-temperature at the surface of the
model.
If we introduce Te   Te  t  as vector of nodal
temperatures, changes in temperature over element and
time domain T  T  x, y , z , t   could be presented as:
T   N  Te 
T

(5)

where  N    N  x, y , z  , element shape function.
After some manipulation and integration over element
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(6)

 s  Te 

 N  h f TB   N  Te  d  S3  

   Te 

 N  qd V 

T

3

T

v

T

Mould density assumed to remain constant over the
volume of the element. Nodal quantities Te , Te
and  Te are constant in the domain of the element
and they can be removed from the integral, while c and q
may vary over the element, so after some manipulation
yields to the matrix form of law of heat energy conservation:





Cet  Te   Ketm    Ketb    Ketc  Te

   Q   Q 

 Qe f

(3)

[D] is the conductivity matrix, Kxx, Kyy, Kzz-conductivity in the element x, y, and z directions, respectively.
Combining Equations (2) and (3), assuming that all effects are related to the global Cartesian system:

T

c

e

g

(7)

e

where,
T
Cet     C  N  N  dV -element specific heat (therv
mal damping) matrix.
For the phase change problems, members of this matrix
are defined from the enthalpy vs. temperature curve, according enthalpy model, and taking into account latent
heat of phase change.
T
 K e tm     C  N v  B dV , element mass transport
v
conductivity matrix;
T
 K e tb     B   D  B  dV , element diffusion conductivv
ity matrix;
T
 Ketc    h f  N  N  d  S3  , element convection surs1
face conductivity matrix; this matrix is diagonal, with the
diagonal
terms
defined
by
the
vector
f

,
element
mass
h
N
d
S
Q

N
q
d
S








f
3
2
e
S3
S2
flux vector.
Qec   TB h f  N  d  S3  , element convection surface
S3
heat flow vector;
Qeg   
q  N  d V  , element heat generation load.
V

 

 
 

3.2. Numerical Procedure
After defining conductivity matrices for each finite element as in Equation (7), one can obtain a set of linear
equations defining behaviour of whole system of finite
elements. This set has the following form:

C T   K T   Q a 
where [C], specific heat matrix of the system; [K], conductivity matrix of the system; {T}, nodal temperature
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vector; {Qa}, external heat load.
While solving phase change problem, the above transient heat conduction equation is solved. The second and
the term on to the right of the above equation is not affected by phase change. The phase change is accounted
T
by C    v C  N  N  dV in the above equation. This
system is solved using full Newton-Ralphson method and
an Euler backward difference scheme is used for the transient time integration. In order to avoid numerical instability, the maximum time step size was controlled by the
description of the loading input and the minimum time
step size (or maximum element size) by defining its value
based on the following relationship: ITS  2 4 . .

3.3. MNSMS
The Δ value is the conducting length of an element
(along the direction of heat flow) in the expected highest
temperature gradient. The α value is the thermal diffusivity, given by k/ρC. The k value is the thermal conductivity, ρ is the mass density, and C is the specific heat. If the
above relationship (ITS = Δ2/4α) is violated, unwanted numerical oscillations and values of calculated temperature
outside of the physically possible range, may occur [27].

3.4. Cooling Curves during Solidification of
Al-12%Si Alloy Cast against a
Copper Chill
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the curve at T1 seems to rise above T2 curve during
cooling phase of solid-solid transformation. This is because of chill temperature which rises during solidification does not decline at the same rate.
The presence of chill has influenced the solidification
behaviour as shown in Figures 6. The solidification
curves at T1, T2 and T3 locations of Al-12%Si alloy
cooling against copper chill showed a distinct behaviour
because of super cooling at the melt/chill interface. This
indicates the effect of chill/melt interfacial heat transfer
that has affected the solidification behaviour. The onset
of nucleation is at lower temperature near chill/melt (T1)
interface compared to locations at T2 and T3. To reduce
air gap resistance, the chill surfaces facing the composite
melt are given very fine finish. Observably, the solidification in the mushy region at the chill/melt interface (T1)
is eutectic type compared to the locations at T2 and T3.
After three minutes, the cooling rate for all the three locations has been stabilized. The cooling curves thus
shows that in the last phase of solidification heat transfer,
the T1 curve has shown upward trend compared to T2
curve. During the last phase of solidification (solid-solid
cooling), the melt at T1 location is affected by the cooling rate of the hot chill. Since cooling rate of the hot chill
differs from other parts of the casting, the T1 curve
shows higher temperature than T2 curve during last
stages of solidification.

The cooling curves at T1, T2 & T3 locations inside casting during solidification of Al-12%Si alloy are as shown
in the Figure 6. The solidification at T1 location has begun at a lower temperature compared to T2 & T3 locations due to the presence of copper chill. The difference
in temperature between T1 and T3 locations is around
50˚C. This decrease is because of both chilling and convective heat transfer in the melt. The curve portion in the
mushy region for T1 & T2 locations is steeper than the
curve at T3 location. This signifies that the liquid-solid
transformation takes place much earlier near the chill end
than at locations away from it. The decrease in temperature throughout solidification at T3 location maintains
temperature difference from T1 & T2 locations. Whereas

3.5. Temperature Profiles for Al-12%Si Alloy
Cast against a Copper Chill

Figure 6. Cooling curves (temperature in ˚C verses time in
seconds) obtained at thermocouple locations T1, T2 and T3
for Al-12%Si alloy cooling against a copper chill.

Figure 7. Predicted temperature profiles of solidifying base
alloy (Al-12%Si) under the influence of copper chill at the
end of 10 second.
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The predicted temperature profiles of Al-12%Si alloy
solidifying against copper chill at 10 sec., 75 sec. and
180 sec. are shown in the Figures 7-9. It is found from
the temperature profile that, heat transfer has taken place
towards the chill end from the riser end with mushy region at 75 sec. and completion of solidification at 180 sec.
The temperature profile of the solidifying alloy at different times and temperature at chill/metal interface and the
riser end are generated by the program. Finally it is found
that at the end of 75 seconds, maximum melt temperature
at riser end was 405˚C and at chill end 361˚C.
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Figure 8. Predicted temperature profiles of solidifying base
alloy (Al-12%Si) under the influence of copper chill at the
end of 75 seconds.

tions are considered along the centre line of the casting
thickness (25 mm). It is observed that in the first three
minutes, the copper chilled Al-12%Si alloy has solidified
at relatively higher temperatures at T1, T2 & T3 locations.
The present FE analysis assumes only conductive heat
transfer during solidification whereas convective heat
transfer in the melt during and after pouring also exists.
This is because modelling of solidification phenomena
becomes very complex if convection heat transfer is also
taken into account. Hence it is observed that there is a
little mismatch which exist between the experimental and
FE cooling curves due to modelling limitations. With
these modelling limitations, the FEM cooling curves
cannot be quantitatively compared with the experimental
results.

4. Conclusions

Figure 9. Predicted temperature profiles of solidifying base
alloy (Al-12%Si) under the influence of copper chill at the
end of 180 seconds.

The results shown by the temperature profiles of the
solidifying are also generated by the program. In general,
the profile exhibit a temperature gradient that reduces
towards the chill end. This indicates that the chill is establishing the directional solidification and heat transfer
is taking place from riser end to chill end. Hence chills
has influenced appreciably the temperature distribution
along the length of the casting. In the first three minutes
after pouring, the copper chilled Al-12%Si alloy has
shown higher temperatures at 10 sec. and reduces after
75 sec. and 180 sec. Observation also indicated that the
temperature profile results of FE analysis is qualitatively
in line with the experimental cooling curves. It can be
seen from the experimental cooling curves that the dip in
the initial temperature for the Al alloy when chilled is
observably more. This fact is further evidenced by the
cooling curves obtained by the FE analysis. T his shows
that chill material has affected the heat transfer and hence
the temperature distributions in the solidifying melt.
However, the overall cooling rates are controlled by heat
transfer at chill end, heat transfer through sand, metallurgical condition of the melt and convective currents.

3.6. Cooling Curve from FE Analysis
The cooling curves obtained by FE simulation of the solidifying Al-12%Si alloy cast against copper end-chill.
The cooling curve is obtained at three locations inside the
solidifying melt such as chill/melt interface (T1), 20 mm
from chill (T2) and 40 mm from chill (T3). These locaOPEN ACCESS

The cooling curves obtained at chill/melt interface and at
different locations of the solidifying melt indicate that
the chills have a pronounced effect on the solidification.
The solidification at chill/melt interface starts at lower
temperatures compared to other locations along the
length of the casting. This indicates that the chills have
established steep temperature gradient along the length of
casting and promote directional solidification.
A successful attempt has been made to model phase
change and to know temperature distribution in composites during solidification using ANSYS-10 FE comercial software.
With the modelling limitations, the results give some
insights into temperature distribution during Al-12%Si
alloy solidification. Observing the temperature gradients
obtained, conclusion can be drawn that the heat transfer
has occurred from riser end to chill end promoting directional solidification. Within three minutes of solidification, the cooling curves obtained by FEM model shows
similar trend as that of experimental curves. It can be
seen from the experimental cooling curves that the dip in
the initial temperature for the Al alloy when chilled is
observably more. Finally, the FE cooling curves cannot
be compared fully and quantitatively with experimental
cooling curves because of modelling limitations.
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